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Abstract

Knowledge-grounded dialogue generation is a001
task of generating a fluent and informative re-002
sponse based on both dialogue context and a003
collection of external knowledge. There is a004
lot of noise in the knowledge pool, and appro-005
priate knowledge selection plays an important006
role. Existing methods can only select one007
piece of knowledge to participate in the gen-008
eration of the response, which inevitably loses009
some useful clues contained in the discarded010
candidates. In this work, we propose MSEL,011
a novel knowledge selector which could select012
multiple useful knowledge. MSEL takes the013
dialog context and knowledge pool as inputs014
and predicts a subset of knowledge pool in015
sequence-to-sequence manner. MSEL is easy016
to implement and can benefits from the gener-017
ative pre-trained language models. Empirical018
results on the Wizard-of-Wikipedia dataset in-019
dicate that our model can significantly outper-020
forms state-of-the-art approaches in both auto-021
matic and human evaluation.022

1 Introduction023

Open domain human-machine conversation sys-024

tem have drawn increasing attention from the re-025

search community of artificial intelligence and nat-026

ural language processing due to the rapid develop-027

ment of sequence to sequence modeling technology028

(Sutskever et al., 2014; Vaswani et al., 2017). How-029

ever, if we directly apply some commonly used030

sequence generation models to dialog systems, the031

generated response will be very simple and generic,032

and its informativeness is far from human perfor-033

mance (Li et al., 2016; Lian et al., 2019). To bridge034

the gap, researchers begin to study how to ground035

open domain dialogues by external knowledge,036

which could be obtained from some knowledge037

bases such as Wikipedia by information retrieval038

technology.039

Knowledge-grounded dialogue is a task of gen-040

erating an informative response based on both dia-041

logue context and a group of external knowledge. 042

Dinan et al. (2019) proposed to decompose this 043

task into two subtasks: knowledge selection and 044

response generation, and proposed a benchmark 045

dataset named Wizard-of-Wikepedia (WoW). 046

Context What do you know about Ireland?

Knowl.
Pool

1. Ireland (Ulster-Scots) is an island in the
North Atlantic.
2. Northern Ireland (Ulster-Scots) is a ...
3. William Wentworth-Fitzwilliam, 4th ...
4. The Troubles was an ethno-nationalist ...
5. The population of Ireland was about 6.6
million, ranking it the second-most
populous island in Europe.
... ...

Refenence
Response

Are you referring to the island in the North
Atlantic? It has a population of 6.6 million
people. Why do you ask?

Table 1: An example from WoW. There are 40 pieces
of knowledge and we only show a part.

We manually analyzed the WoW dataset and 047

found that in many cases, just selecting a piece of 048

knowledge is not enough. For example, as shown 049

in Table 1, in order to generate the gold response, 050

model need to catch knowledge #1 and #5 simul- 051

taneously. However, most existing methods (Lian 052

et al., 2019; Dinan et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2020; 053

Zhao et al., 2020; Zhan et al., 2021; Meng et al., 054

2021) can only select one knowledge with the high- 055

est confidence from the candidate knowledge to par- 056

ticipate in dialogue generation, while abandoning 057

other knowledge with low confidence but possibly 058

containing useful information. 059

To overcome the challenge, we propose using a 060

novel and simple sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) 061

framework to generate the a set of useful knowl- 062

edge directly. On the source side, the model inputs 063

the concatenation of dialogue history and knowl- 064

edge pool, and on the target side, the model gener- 065

ates the knowledge pointer index sequence. By con- 066

verting the knowledge selection task into a Seq2Seq 067
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Figure 1: The architecture of our MSEL.

generation task, we can smoothly use the genera-068

tive pre-training language model such as BART069

(Lewis et al., 2020) to enhance our model.070

Our contribution can be summarized as follows:071

1) We observe that in knowledge-grounded dia-072

logue, in many cases, multiple pieces of external073

knowledge need to be selected; 2) We formulate the074

knowledge selection task in knowledge-grounded075

dialogue as a sequence prediction problem, and076

propose MSEL, a simple but effective approach; 3)077

Our proposed method yields new state-of-the-art078

performance on Wizard-of-Wikipedia (Dinan et al.,079

2019) dataset.080

The source code of MSEL will be available for081

public.082

2 Approach083

Given dialogue context U = {u1, ..., um} and the084

external knowledge poolK = {Ki}si=1, the goal of085

our model is to choose a subset of K most relevant086

to the generation of response R = {r1, ..., rn}.087

The architecture of our model is shown in Figure 1.088

2.1 Target Construction089

We focus on the scenarios where ground-truth090

knowledge is unknown, so we does not use the091

knowledge label provided by benchmark datasets092

during training. Intuitively, responses from hu-093

mans carry clues to relevance of the knowledge094

candidates (Zhao et al., 2020), so the knowledge095

sentence that promotes the flow of conversation096

usually has a higher textual similarity with the gold097

response. Based on this assumption, we construct098

a set of pseudo-label (denoted as D) by099

D = {Ka1 ,Ka2 , ...,Kaz} (1)100

= arg max
D̂⊆K

Sim(φ(D̂), R) (2)101

where φ(·) refers to the concatenation operator and 102

Sim refers to unigram F1-score. The model is 103

required to predict the knowledge index in D.
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Figure 2: An example of set prediction paradigm.

104

2.2 Seq2Seq for Knowledge Selection 105

As shown in Figure 1, we formulate the knowl- 106

edge set selection task in a generative way. For a 107

sample, we concatenate the dialog context with all 108

knowledge in K as source input: 109

X = {[BOS], U, ..., [Ki],Ki, ..., [EOS]} (3) 110

where [BOS] and [EOS] are two control tokens 111

which indicates begin of sentence and end of sen- 112

tence, and [Ki] (1 ≤ i ≤ s) is a special token used 113

to mark the position of knowledge in the input se- 114

quence. X is pass to a Transformer encoder to get 115

the context-aware representation: 116

H = TFEncoder(X) (4) 117

Decoder is to get the probability distribution for 118

each step pt = p(yt|X,Y<t), where Y refers spe- 119

cial token sequence {[Ka1 ], ..., [Kaz ], [EOS]}. 120

As shown in Figure 2, sometimes the decoder 121

does not predict the knowledge indexes in the order 122

of the ground-truth sequence, so we need to reas- 123

sign Y . Inspired by the assigning problem in oper- 124

ation research (Kuhn, 2010) and motivated by (Sui 125
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et al., 2020), we propose a set prediction loss that126

can produce an optimal bipartite matching between127

predicted and ground-truth labels. Specifically, we128

need to optimize the following problems129

π∗ = arg max
π∈Π(z)

z∑
t=1

p(yπ(t)|X,Y<t) (5)130

131

Y ∗ = {yπ∗(1), yπ∗(2), ..., yπ∗(z), yz+1} (6)132

where Π(z) is the space of all z-length permuta-133

tions. The process of computing bipartite matching134

loss is divided into two steps: finding an optimal135

matching and computing the loss. This optimal136

assignment π∗ is computed in polynomial time via137

the Hungarian algorithm. We define the loss as the138

LNLL.139

Since knowledge labels are annotated by re-140

sponses, it is hard to select knowledge only depend141

on discourse context, which is a phenomenon sim-142

ilar to the posterior collapse problem (Zhao et al.,143

2017a). In order to enhance the prior selection144

with the necessary posterior information, we add145

a submodule that predicts the response informa-146

tion (Chen et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020). Specifi-147

cally, we feed the hidden states of [BOS] to a small148

network to generate the response information in149

bag-of-words (BOW) format (Zhao et al., 2017b):150

Î = σ
(
MLP(h[BOS])

)
∈ R|V | (7)151

We supervise this module by an addition loss152

LBOW = − 1

|V |
∑
w∈I

log(Îw) (8)153

where I is the BOW vector of ground-truth re-154

sponse. The total loss of the knowledge selector155

can be expressed as: L = LNLL + LBOW.156

2.3 Response Generation157

Although there are various methods studying how158

to improve the generation quality based on the se-159

lected knowledge, here, we simply follow the base-160

lines (Kim et al., 2020; Zhan et al., 2021) that con-161

catenate Ksub with the dialog context and feed to a162

Transformer to generate response token by token.163

3 Experiments164

3.1 Dataset and Metrics165

Dataset We use Wizard-of-Wikipedia (WoW)166

(Dinan et al., 2019) for our experiments. WoW con-167

tains over 20k social chat conversations between168

two agents, and the two participants are not quite 169

symmetric: one will play the role of a knowledge- 170

able expert (i.e., wizard) while the other is a cu- 171

rious learner (i.e., apprentice). Each wizard turn 172

is associated with ∼40 pieces retrieved from the 173

Wikipedia and each piece contains ∼30 words, and 174

most of them are noise. The test set is split into two 175

subsets, test seen and test unseen. The difference 176

between the two is that the former contains some 177

topics that overlap with the training set. 178

Metrics We use both quantitative evaluation and 179

human judgements in our experiments. Specif- 180

ically, we choose corpus-level BLEU (Papineni 181

et al., 2002), Dist (Li et al., 2016) and embedding- 182

based indicators 1 (average, extrema and greedy) 183

as automatic evaluation metrics. Response with 184

higher embedding-based score and BLEU is closer 185

to the ground-truth and more fluent. Dist is a 186

reference-free metric to evaluate the diversity, and 187

response with higher Dist carry more information. 188

Besides quantitative evaluation, we also recruit 189

three human annotators to do qualitative analysis 190

on response quality. We randomly sample 100 sam- 191

ples, and each sample contains the conversation 192

history, response, and external knowledge set. The 193

annotators then judge the quality of the responses 194

from three aspects, including context coherence, 195

language fluency and response informativeness, 196

and assign a score in {0, 1, 2} to each response 197

for each aspect. Each response receives 3 scores 198

per aspect, and the agreement among the annotators 199

is measured via Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971). 200

3.2 Baselines 201

We compare our MSEL with several competitive 202

baselines, including (1) TMN: The end-to-end 203

Transformer with memory mechanism (Dinan et al., 204

2019); (2) PostKS: A LSTM-based model that 205

leverages posterior knowledge distribution to en- 206

hance the selector (Lian et al., 2019); (3) SKT: A 207

sequential latent knowledge selection model which 208

keeps track the selection history over conversation 209

flow (Kim et al., 2020); (4) SKT-KG: A transition 210

model that tracking the knowledge selection history 211

with CRF (Zhan et al., 2021); (5) Blender-KG: 212

Blender is a Transformer model which pre-trained 213

on massive conversations (Roller et al., 2021). Sim- 214

ilar to Cui et al. (2021), we concatenate dialog con- 215

text and knowledge pool as the input of Blender; (6) 216

KnowledGPT: A knowledge-grounded dialogue 217

1https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
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Model Test Seen Test Unseen
BLEU-1/2 Dist-1/2 Avg. Ext. Gre. BLEU-1/2 Dist-1/2 Avg. Ext. Gre.

TMN 16.7/6.7 3.6/11.2 48.2 40.3 44.2 14.7/4.8 2.1/16.2 42.3 35.7 38.5
PostKS 17.2/7.0 5.7/21.8 53.3 39.2 45.1 15.6/5.4 2.9/15.2 44.2 38.7 40.4
SKT 18.9/7.6 7.3/26.5 54.0 43.6 51.2 15.9/6.1 2.3/16.6 42.0 39.2 43.7
SKT-KG 20.6/7.4 7.8/28.3 59.7 48.8 54.3 16.3/7.0 3.6/16.8 52.8 41.0 45.4
Ours 21.4/9.5 7.4/37.0 86.2 45.0 66.5 19.2/7.0 5.1/27.4 85.9 42.1 65.3

Blender-KG 23.6/11.8 7.9/34.3 86.9 45.8 68.0 22.3/10.0 5.3/24.1 86.8 44.5 67.1
KnowledGPT 25.7/14.2 8.9/36.2 86.1 46.2 68.2 24.5/12.8 6.0/23.8 87.0 45.3 67.4
Ours + BART + GPT-2 26.0/14.4 9.5/38.7 87.0 46.1 68.4 24.6/12.8 6.3/26.5 87.1 45.7 67.6

Table 2: Automatic evaluation results on Wizard-of-Wikipedia.

model based on reinforcement learning (Zhao et al.,218

2020). SKT and SKT-KG perform BERT (Devlin219

et al., 2019) as selector, and use Transformer de-220

coder as the response generator. KnowledGPT use221

BERT to select knowledge and use GPT-2 to gener-222

ate response. Some other models do not release the223

entire source code and use different metrics with224

us, so we do not make comparisons with them.225

3.3 Implementation Details226

The number of Transformer layers is set to 12. We227

limits the maximum length of input to 1024 tokens,228

and truncated the redundant sequence. To retain as229

much useful information as possible, we trained a230

simple ranking model to rank the knowledge in the231

pool, so that the noise knowledge is arranged at the232

end of the sequence as much as possible.233

3.4 Results234

Table 2 reports the results on automatic evalua-235

tion, and the dividing line of the table is used236

to distinguish whether the response generator of237

the model uses a pre-trained language model. We238

can observed from the upper part of the table that239

our model surpasses all baselines in most met-240

rics without leveraging pre-trained language model.241

Our model has a great advantage in Dist-n, which242

means that our multiple knowledge selection mech-243

anism can incorporate more information into the244

response. In order to test the performance of MSEL245

that equipped with pre-trained language models,246

we use BART to initialize the parameters of the247

selector, and use GPT-2 as the response genera-248

tor. We can conclude from the bottom half of Ta-249

ble 2 that our model outperforms Blender-KG and250

KnowledGPT.251

The results of human evaluation are shown in252

Table 3, which also indicates that our model can253

generate more informative response than baselines.254

255

Model Coherence Fluency Info. Kappa

Transformer 1.63 1.70 1.34 0.59
SKT 1.72 1.75 1.63 0.58
MSEL 1.73 1.76 1.71 0.59

Table 3: Human evaluation results on WoW test seen.
Transformer refers to no knowledge access.

3.5 Ablation Study 256

We conduct ablation experiments on WoW, and the 257

results are shown in Table 4. To verify whether 258

the improvements are owing to the multiple selec- 259

tion mechanism, we try not use knowledge, use all 260

knowledge and use only one knowledge to train the 261

generator. It can be seen from the results that this 262

mechanism is effective. Although use all knowl- 263

edge seems more informative, noise in knowledge 264

pool can mislead the topic of the dialog, which re- 265

sults a lower BLEU-1/2. We also tried to remove 266

some of the components, such as LBOW and the 267

target assignment, and the performance decreased.

Model Test Seen Test Unseen
B-1/2 D-2 B-1/2 D-2

MSEL 21.4/9.5 37.0 19.2/7.0 27.4
w/o Knowledge 17.3/6.6 26.7 16.9/5.5 18.7
Use all Knowl. 20.7/8.8 34.6 17.7/5.5 28.5
Sel. One Kno. 20.7/8.3 31.4 18.3/6.4 25.3
w/o LBOW 21.2/9.4 36.3 19.2/6.8 26.9
w/o Target Assi. 21.3/9.3 36.5 19.0/6.9 26.7

Table 4: Ablation Study results on WoW.
268

4 Conclusion 269

In this paper, we explore knowledge-grounded di- 270

alogue generation with multiple knowledge selec- 271

tion, and propose a sequence-to-sequence frame- 272

work to tackle this task. Evaluation results on WoW 273

indicate that our model can generate more informa- 274

tive response, and achieves satisfied performance. 275
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A Appendix418

A.1 More Implementation Details419

We implement our model with PyTorch framework.420

The initial word embedding size and hidden size is421

set to 768, and the vocabulary size is set to 50265.422

The hidden size in FFN of Transformer is set to423

3072. The batch size is set to 32. We run all models424

on the Quadro RTX 8000 GPU.425

A.2 Case Study426

Table 5 shows a case from Wow test seen, from427

which we can see that MSEL selects two knowl-428

edge and generates more informative response than429

Transformer and SKT. Transformer (without knowl-430

edge accessing) can generate a relatively informa-431

tional response because it has seen similar samples432

during training.433

Context New York City has always fascinated me,
have you ever been there?

Reference

I haven’t, but I don’t know if I do want to
go or not lol. It’s the most populated city
in America, so I don’t know if I’m up to
so many people!

MSEL
Selected
Knowledge

1. The City of New York, often called ...
... most populous city in the United ...
2. A global power city, ... ... has been
described as the cultural, financial,
and media capital of the world ... ...

Transformer: Well, in 2016 there were five boroughs,
Brooklyn, Queens, Queens, Manhattan, and The Bronx.
SKT: Yes, it is the most populous city in the America.
MSEL: I have! I grew up in New York City, the most
densely populated major city in the US, and has been
described the cultural, financial, and media capital of
the world.

Table 5: A case from test seen of WoW.
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